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TOTAL SAFETY, MAXIMUM COMFORT

The SPARTUS® BEAR welding helmet has been designed with eye and face protection in mind. 
With interchangeable covers and a specially contoured shape, the helmet can adapt to various 
user needs, providing protection during grinding, cutting, and welding.



INFORMATION

RELIABLE PROTECTION

The SPARTUS® BEAR helmet, in its standard  
version, is dedicated for grinding applications.  

Enhancing its capabilities for cutting  
or welding tasks can be achieved 

by replacing the protective cover.  
Covers, made of durable polycarbonate,  

effectively protect against  
high temperatures and debris.

SPARTUS® BEAR

WIDE FIELD OF VIEW AND COMFORTABLE WORK 
The helmet offers a wide field of view, enhancing  
ease of movement during material processing.  
Thanks to its ergonomic design,  
adjustable headband, and lightweight  
construction, users can work comfortably  
even for extended periods.
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   COVER GRINDING CUTTING WELDING

Fixed cover DIN1  - -

Fixed cover DIN2  - -

Fixed cover DIN3  - -

Fixed cover DIN5   -

Fixed cover + Movable cover DIN5   

Fixed cover + Movable cover DIN8   



SPARTUS® BEAR
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ACCESSORIES

 

 
VERSATILE SAFETY
 
The SPARTUS® BEAR welding helmet is a safe solution 
to use with various types of respiratory protective 
masks, as well as ear defenders. Thanks to its 
ergonomic design, the helmet ensures user comfort 
even when wearing both a respirator mask and ear 
defenders.

CODE DESCRIPTION

080-10-040-EI1 Fixed cover DIN1

080-10-040-EI2 Fixed cover DIN2

080-10-040-EI3 Fixed cover DIN3

080-10-040-EI5 Fixed cover DIN5

080-10-040-K Adapter for external covers

080-10-040-EO5 Movable cover DIN5

080-10-040-EO8 Movable cover DIN8

080-12-000 Headgear for helmet

080-10-040-K

080-10-040-EO5
080-10-040-EO8

080-10-040-EI1
080-10-040-EI2
080-10-040-EI3
080-10-040-EI5


